Abstract We present systematic and comprehensive correlated-electron calculations of the linear photoabsorption spectra of small neutral closed-and open-shell sodium clusters (Nan, n=2-6), as well as closed-shell cation clusters (Nan + , n=3, 5). We have employed the configuration interaction (CI) methodology at the full CI (FCI) and quadruple CI (QCI) levels to compute the ground, and the low-lying excited states of the clusters. For most clusters, besides the minimum energy structures, we also consider their energetically close isomers. The photoabsorption spectra were computed under the electric-dipole approximation, employing the dipole-matrix elements connecting the ground state with the excited states of each isomer. Our calculations were tested rigorously for convergence with respect to the basis set, as well as with respect to the size of the active orbital space employed in the CI calculations. These calculations reveal that as far as electron-correlation effects are concerned, core excitations play an important role in determining the optimized ground state geometries of various clusters, thereby requiring all-electron correlated calculations. But, when it comes to low-lying optical excitations, only valence electron correlation effects play an important role, and excellent agreement with the experimental results is obtained within the frozen-core approximation. For the case of Na 6 , the largest cluster studied in this work, we also discuss the possibility of occurrence of plasmonic resonance in the optical absorption spectrum.
approach to compute the transport properties of small sodium clusters. Rubio and coworkers computed the optical absorption spectra of small sodium and silicon clusters using TDDFT based approaches. [30, 31] TDDFT was also employed by Joswig et al. [32] to study the photoabsorption spectra of a large number of sodium clusters. Wang et al. [33] employed a TDDFT based approach to study plasmonic excitation in planar clusters of sodium. Recently, Pal et al. [34, 35] employed a first principles linear-response theory based Bethe-Salpeter equation approach to compute the optical absorption spectra of a number of closed-shell neutral and cationic sodium clusters.
Experimental measurements of photoabsorption processes in alkali metal clusters has been performed for a long time. Early experiments of photoabsorption in sodium and potassium dimers were performed by Fredrickson and Watson. [36] For the sodium trimer, optical absorption measurements have been reported by Herrmann et al., [37] Wang et al., [38] and Broyer et al. [39] As far as the spectroscopy of Na 4 cluster is concerned, Wang et al. have again performed the measurements. [38, 8] In a separate paper, the same group also reported the photoabsorption measurements in Na 4 , Na 5 , and Na 7 clusters. [40] Schmidt and Haberland [41] measured the photoabsorption crosssections of sodium mono-cationic clusters ranging from Na 3 + to Na + 64 . Several measurements of photoabsorption cross-sections and static polarizabilities of sodium clusters have also been reported by de Heer and coworkers over the years. [42, 43, 44, 45, 6] As reviewed above, most of the calculations of the electronic structure and related properties of alkali metal clusters have been performed either using the jellium model, or, more recently, using the DFT based methodologies. Except for the early works of Rao and Jena, [14, 18] and those of Koutecký and coworkers, [16, 17, 19, 22, 20, 13, 21] we are not aware of studies of the low-lying excited states and optical properties of alkali metal clusters which employ wave function based methodologies such as the CI approach, or the coupled-cluster (CC) method. While DFT based methodologies are certainly computationally very efficient because they can, in principle, include electroncorrelation effects at the mean-field level in the Kohn-Sham equations. However, the exact form of the exchange-correlation functional, which is supposed to incorporate these effects, is unknown. Therefore, the choice of the exchange-correlation functional (XCF) is a matter of speculation, and as a result a huge array of such functionals are available. It is a well-known fact that results of calculations depend critically on the choice of the functional, and sometimes, one has to use different functionals to describe different properties of the same system. Some functionals provide a good description of the ground state geometry, while, others provide a better description of the cohesive energies. As far as the description of excited states of extended systems is concerned, at present the method of choice is TDDFT, in which a number of strides have been made recent times. [46] Nevertheless, TDDFT also suffers from the same problems as DFT, i.e., the results obtained are highly functional dependent. It also appears to be most effective in describing low-lying singly-excited states, while at higher energies, its accuracy appears to be questionable. For all these reasons we believe that it is very important to benchmark excited state results by performing accurate electroncorrelated first-principles calculations using the Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian, and wave-function-based methodologies. Because the Hamiltonian, unlike the functional is well-known, the only problem which wave-function-based methods experience are related to the truncation of the many-particle wave function. However, by systematically expanding the wave-function in terms of the many-particle basis, this problem can be curtailed. It is with this philosophy in mind that we have undertaken system-atic large-scale first-principles CI calculations of sodium clusters ranging from Na 2 to Na 6 , to compute their linear photoabsorption spectra, and carefully compare our results to the spectroscopic data where available. In addition to the neutral clusters, calculations have also been performed for the closed-shell cationic clusters Na 3 + and Na 5 + . For several clusters, in addition to the global minima, we have also considered various possible low-lying geometries, with the intention of probing structure-property relationship which can serve as fingerprint for detection of cluster geometries using photo-absorption experiments. The computational methodology we have employed for the purpose is the frozen-core configuration interaction (CI) method at the full-CI or quadruple-CI level, which has been extensively used in our group in earlier studies of the optical properties of a number of conjugated polymers, [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53] and small boron and aluminum clusters. [54, 55, 56] We also compare our results to the experimental ones where available, and find excellent agreement.
Theoretical Background
In this work we have adopted a first-principles wave function based methodology in which the molecular orbitals (MOs) are expanded as a linear combination of Cartesian Gaussian basis functions. Calculations are initiated by performing either the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF), or the restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF) calculations depending upon whether the cluster under consideration is electronically closed shell, or open-shell type, so as to obtain the MO basis set. Subsequently, correlated calculations are performed using the configuration-interaction (CI) methodology, and the approach is employed at various approximation levels such as singles-CI (SCI), full-CI (FCI), or quadruple-CI (QCI). For performing the CI calculations, we employed a configuration state function (CSF) basis, in which the CSFs were eigenfunctions of both the total spin (S 2 ), as well as the z-component of the spin (Sz). Furthermore, wherever possible, point group symmetries at the level of D 2h and its subgroups were also used to reduce the computational effort. We have employed this wave-function-based first principles approach in several of our recent works on clusters, [55, 57, 56] and for performing these calculations we have used the MELD program package. [58] As far as geometries of various isomers are concerned, in some cases they were obtained manually, by performing electron-correlated calculations for different geometries, while in other cases, automated geometry optimization at various levels of theory, as implemented in the Psi4 computer program, [59] was employed. [60, 61] For a few isomers, we used the geometries reported by other authors, in previous papers.
Once the ground state geometry of an isomer is decided, ground and excited state calculations are performed on it using the CI methodology described in our previous works. [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 54, 52, 55, 56, 53] The level of the CI approach adopted in the calculations is based upon the size of the isomer, as also the number of active electrons and orbitals. For the smaller isomers frozen-core FCI method was used, while for the larger ones, the frozen-core QCI approach was employed. For the purpose of benchmarking the frozen-core approximation, we employed the SCI method both at the all-electron, as well as frozen-core levels. Using the many-body wave functions obtained from the CI calculations, optical absorption spectrum was computed in the electric-dipole approximation, assuming a Lorentzian line shape.
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Calculations and Results
In this section, first we shall discuss the convergence of our calculations with respect to various approximations. Thereafter, the results of our calculations for various clusters will be presented with comprehensive discussion.
Convergence of Calculations
Here, we carefully examine the convergence of the calculated absorption spectra with respect to the size and quality of the basis set, along with various truncation schemes in the CI calculations.
Choice of the basis set
Because finite basis set is employed in electronic structure calculations, it is but natural that the results will depend upon the quality and the size of the basis set employed. Therefore, before comparing our results with the experiments, we want to explore the dependence of photo-absorption spectra on the basis set. It is obvious from the metallic nature of bulk sodium that its 3s valence electron exhibits delocalized behavior, and, therefore, the basis set used for calculations should have diffuse Gaussian basis functions. We calculated the absorption spectra of Na 2 employing basis sets 6-311++G(3df,3pd), 6-311++G(2d,2p), and also correlation-consistent basis sets aug-cc-pcVDZ and cc-pVTZ-DK, all of which have been taken from the EMSL Gaussian Basis Set Library. [60, 61] Upon examining the calculated spectra presented in Fig. 1 , the following trends emerge: the spectra computed by augmented basis sets 6-311++G(3df,3pd), 6-311++G(2d,2p) and aug-cc-pcVDZ are in very good agreement with each other in the energy range examined, while the one computed by the set cc-pVTZ-DK is a bit blue shifted as far as higher energy peaks are concerned. Considering good agreement among three basis sets, we choose to perform calculations for all the isomers (unless, indicated otherwise) of sodium clusters using the basis set 6-311++G(3df,3pd).
Orbital Truncation Schemes
It is a well-known fact that the computational effort in a CI calculation performed using N MOs scales as ≈ N 6 , which can become quite unfavorable for large values of N . For first principles calculations utilizing large basis sets, generally N tends to be large, and, therefore, it is very important to reduce the number of MOs used in the CI calculations. The number of occupied MOs is reduced by employing the so-called "frozen-core approximation" discussed earlier, while the number of unoccupied (virtual) states are truncated by ignoring high-energy MOs lying far from the Fermi level. The influence of freezing the core orbitals on the optical absorption spectrum of Na 2 cluster is displayed in Fig. 2 , while for Na 3 the results are presented in Fig.  3 . It is obvious from the figures that it virtually makes no difference to the computed spectra when the core orbitals are frozen. The effect of removing the high-energy virtual orbitals on the absorption spectrum of clusters Na 2 and Na 4 are examined in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. From these figures it is obvious that if the virtual orbitals above the energy of 1 Hartree are removed from the list of active orbitals, the absorption computed at the all-electron level ( in black), with that obtained using the frozen-core approximation (in red). Hardly any difference is visible between the two spectra. spectrum stays unchanged. This is understandable on physical grounds because we are interested in computed absorption spectrum in the energy range much lower than 1 Hartree. Therefore, in rest of the calculations, all the core orbitals were frozen, and virtual orbitals with energies larger than this cutoff were not considered.
Size of the CI expansion
In CI calculations, greater numerical accuracy demands the inclusion of a rather large number of configurations which can make the calculations numerically intractable.
Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length However, when it comes to the computation of optical properties, our focus is on calculating accurate energy differences between the ground state, and the excited states, rather than their absolute energies, which is possible even with moderately large CI expansions. In Table 1 we present the average total number of configurations (N total ) for different isomers, with the average computed across different irreducible representations in these symmetry adapted calculations. The fact that these calculations employ more than three million configurations for the largest cluster considered (Na 6 ), makes us confident that our results are fairly accurate. Before we discuss the absorption spectrum for each isomer, we present the ground state energies along with the relative energies of each isomer in Table 2 , from which it can be easily deduced as to which isomer of a given cluster corresponds to the minimum energy ground state geometry. Furthermore, symmetry of the ground state wave function of each isomer is also listed in the same table.
Calculated Absorption Spectra of Various Clusters
We have performed calculations on various low-lying isomers of neutral sodium clusters Nan with n = 2 − 6, as well as on closed-shell cation clusters Na Next we present and discuss the results of our calculations for different isomers.
Na 2
Geometry optimization of sodium dimer was performed at the CCSD(T) level, employing Gaussian basis set 6-311++G(3df,3pd), taken from EMSL basis set library, [60, 61] and the equilibrium bond length was obtained at 3.07 Å for the singlet ground state of symmetry 1 Σg (cf. Fig. 6(a) ). Pal et al. reported an equilibrium bond length of 3.30 Å, [34] obtained at the HF level, which is about 0.23 Å longer than our value. Based upon ab initio MP2 calculations Solov'yov et al. reported the bond length to be 3.153 Å, [26] while Ozaki and Kino, [62] based upon first principles DFT calculations employing numerical orbitals obtained the value 3.175 Å. Martins et al. [15] , reported somewhat shorter bond length of 2.91 Å. We note that our optimized bond length for Using this bond length (3.07 Å), we computed the optical absorption spectrum of sodium dimer employing the FCI approach within the frozen-core approximation, which is presented in Fig. 7 . The general qualitative features of the calculated spectrum are: (a) in the given energy range, five peaks are observed, with most of the oscillator strength contained in the first two peaks, (b) the first peak corresponds to a state of 1 Σu symmetry, and is reached by a photon polarized along the molecular direction (longitudinal polarization), while the remaining peaks correspond to 1 Πu states, accessible by photons polarized perpendicular to the molecular direction (transverse polarization). Next we discuss the quantitative aspects of the spectrum.
The experimental absorption spectrum of Na 2 measured by Fredrickson and Watson, [36] and reproduced in the paper of Pal et al., [34] exhibits three peaks, whose intensity pro- Table 2 : Ground state (GS) energies (in Hartree) and relative energies (in eV) corresponding to the geometries of various isomers depicted in Fig. 6 , and the symmetry of their wave function. For all the cases except Na 6 isomers, geometries were optimized using an all-electron CCSD(T) approach, as implemented in the Psi4 program, [59] employing the cc-PVTZ basis set. [61] For Na 6 isomers, CCSD method [59] was utilized for geometry optimization, coupled with the cc-pvdz basis set. [61] In a few cases, previously published geometries, cited in the text, were used. file is in excellent agreement with the first three peaks of our calculated spectrum (cf. Fig. 7 ).The first absorption peak in our calculated spectrum is located 1.87 eV, which is in excellent agreement with the experimental value of 1.86 eV, [36] at which the absorption begins. Pal et al. [34] computed this peak to be located at 1.97 eV, which somewhat overestimates the experimental value. Wave functions and other information is presented in the Table 1 of Supporting Information, the many-particle wave function of the excited state corresponding to this peak is dominated by |H → L excitation, with |H → L + 3 excitation also making a significant contribution. The strongest peak in our calculated spectrum is the second one, located at 2.48 eV, which is also in excellent agreement with experimental value 2.52 eV reported by Fredrickson and Watson. [36] Pal et al. [34] computed the location of this peak to be a bit higher at 2.56 eV. Wave function corresponding to this state exhibits strong configuration mixing
belongs to πu irrep, and is doubly degenerate) making significant contributions. The third peak in the experimental absorption spectrum is much less intense as compared to the other peaks, and is located at 3.75 eV, [36, 34] which is in good agreement with our calculated location of peak III at 3.66 eV. The excited state corresponding to this peak obtains its main contribution from the single excitation |H → L +2 , |H → L +9 , and [36] or in earlier theoretical works. The wave function of the corresponding excited states are a strong mixture of higher-energy single excitation, and a few doubly excited configurations. It will be interesting to see if future experiments on sodium dimer are able to detect these higher energy peaks, predicted in this work.
Na 3 +
Next, we discuss the optical absorption spectrum of cation Na + 3 , which, under the frozen-core approximation, has only two active electrons similar to the case of sodium dimer. The geometry of the system is well known to be an equilateral triangle with point group D 3h , so that the electronic ground state corresponds to the symmetry 1 A 1 , while optically active excited states belong to 1 E symmetry, achievable by photons polarized in the plane of the molecule, and 1 A 2 achievable through photons polarized perpendicular to the plane of the triangle. When we optimized the geometry of this cluster by using the 6-311++G(3df,3pd) contracted Gaussian basis set at the full CI level, assuming frozen cores, the optimized bond lengths of the triangle were obtained to be 3.58 Å,which is smaller by 0.06 Å as compared to the bond length obtained by Pal et al. [34] Using that bond length, in our calculated spectrum, we obtain two dominant peaks at 2.52 eV ( 1 E ), and 3.15 eV ( 1 A 2 ), which are in reasonable agreement with the experimentally reported peaks by Schmidt et al. [41] at 2.62 eV, and 3.33 eV, respectively. However, Pal et al., [34] using their BSE based approach, report a much better agreement with the experiments with the computed locations of the peaks at 2.64, and 3.36 eV, respectively. But, previous theoretical work of Bonačić-Kouteckỳ et al ., [21] reports much smaller optimized bond length 3.393 Å for the ground state, therefore, we decided to probe the influence of geometry on optical absorption. We performed geometry optimization of the system by going beyond the frozen-core approximation, employing the CCSD(T) approach as implemented in the Psi4 code.
[59] Furthermore, we also probed the influence of the basis set on the photoabsorption spectrum of this system, and the results of this investigation are summarized in Table 4 . Our best results for the absorption spectrum correspond to peak locations 2.62 eV and 3.25 eV, and were obtained from frozen-core FCI calculations performed using 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set, and an optimized bond length of 3.394 Å obtained from CCSD(T) based optimization. We note that: (a) our optimized bond length is significantly shorter as compared to the value obtained by Pal et al., [34] but is in excellent agreement with the value obtained by Bonačić-Kouteckỳ et al ., [21] and (b) our calculated location of the first peak is in perfect agreement with the experiments, while the second one is underestimated by 0.08 eV.
As far as the single-particle energy levels of the system are concerned, the HOMO of the cluster, denoted as H, is non-degenerate, while the LUMO levels, denoted L 1 and L 2 , exhibit a two-fold degeneracy. Wave functions and other information is presented in the Table 2 of Supporting Information, many-particle wave functions of the states giving rise to the peaks observed in the photoabsorption spectrum are presented. From there it is obvious that the first peak, which corresponds to a doubly degenerate state, has strong contributions from singly excited configurations |H → L 1 and |H → L 2 , while the wave function of the second one is dominated by |H → L+1 single excitation. As compared to earlier studies, in our work, we observe two high-energy peaks (lableld III and IV in Fig. 8 ) near 5.5 eV. Peak III located at 5.45 eV belongs to an excited state of 1 E symmetry, while peak IV located at 5.59 is due to a state of symmetry 1 A 2 . The many-particle wave functions of these states are dominated by single exacitations from the HOMO to higher unoccupied orbitals (cf . Table 2 of Supporting Information). These higher energy peaks predicted by our calculations can be explored in future experiments performed on this cluster. a Geometry optimization performed using the frozen core FCI technique, and 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set for all calculations b Geometry optimization performed using the CCSD(T) method using the 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set employed for all calculations c Geometry optimization performed using the CCSD(T) method with CC-VTZ basis set employed for all calculations d Geometry optimization performed using the CCSD(T) method with CC-VTZ basis set, and excited state calculations performed using 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set.
Na 3
Next, we discuss optical absorption spectrum of Na 3 , which is an open-shell system, with three active electrons, under the frozen-core approximation. The cluster possesses a symmetry broken ground state of an isosceles triangle with point group C 2v , as against an equilateral triangular geometry of Na + 3 cluster. In our calculations, the electronic ground state of the system was obtained to be 2 B 2 in agreement with previous theoretical results. [17] As per dipole selection rules of C 2v point group, with the 2 B 2 symmetry of the ground state, linear optical absorption can take place to the excited states of symmetries 2 A 1 (polarized perpendicular to the plane), 2 A 2 (inplane, short-axis, polarized), and 2 B 2 (in-plane, long-axis polarized). As far as bond lengths of the cluster are concerned, several values differing significantly from each other have been reported in the literature. For example, Martins et al., [15] based upon first-principles molecular dynamics approach, obtained optimized bond lengths of 3.016 Å (equal arms) and 3.757 Å (base), while Calaminici et al. [63] using first principles DFT reported lengths 3.170 Å and 4.226Å for the same bonds. Bonačić-Kouteckỳ et al ., [17, 64] using first-principles Hartree-Fock approach, reported two different sets of bond lengths in two papers: (a) 3.42 Å and 4.79 Å, [17] and (b) 3.372 Å and 4.509 Å. [64] Therefore, we performed our own geometry optimization for this cluster employing CCSD method with 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set, and obtained values 3.249 Å and 4.285 Å, which are in reasonably good agreement with those reported by Calaminici et al. [63] In order to understand the influence of geometry on the photoabsorption spectrum, we decided to compute it for several of these geometries, and the results of the calculations performed using frozen-core FCI method and 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set, are presented in Table 5 . In the same table, we also present the location and symmetries of optical absorption peaks of Na 3 measured by Wang et al., [38] using molecular beam photodepletion approach, while our absorption spectrum computed using the geometry of Calaminici et al. [63] is presented in Fig. 9 .
In the measured spectrum of Na 3 , Wang et al. [38] Table 5 , we conclude: (a) peak locations predicted by our calculations are in very good agreement with the experimental values of Wang et al. [38] , except for the peak of symmetry 2 B 2 located at 1.84 eV, which is found in none of our calculations, (b) our calculations, as well as those of Bonačić-Kouteckỳ et al ., [64] predict two additional weak peaks of symmetry 2 A 1 located near 0.5 eV and 1.1 eV (labeled I and II, respectively) which are not observed in the experiment, and (c) we obtain the best agreement with the experiments using the geometry reported by Calaminici et al., [63] although results obtained using other geometries are also fairly close. As far as intensity profile is concerned, our best calculation predicts that the highest intensity peak (peak VII in Fig. 9 ) is located at 2.53 eV and corresponds to a state of symmetry 2 A 2 , which is in excellent agreement with the experimental results of Wang et al. [38] who also assign symmetry 2 A 2 to their most intense peak, located at 2.59 eV. Therefore, we conclude that our calculated optical absorption spectrum of isosceles triangle shaped Na 3 cluster is in excellent agreement with the experimental results. [38] Wave functions and other information is presented in the Table 3 of Supporting Information, peak I derives its main contribution H → L single excitation, and all the peaks are dominated by states which are mainly composed of singly excited configurations. Table 5 : Comparison of location of peaks in the photoabsorption spectrum of Na 3 isosceles triangular cluster, calculated using various basis sets and optimized geometries, with experimental results. All photoabsorption calculations were performed using the frozen core FCI approach. a Geometry taken from Ref. [63] , and excited state calculations performed using 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set.
b Geometry taken from Ref. [15] , and excited state calculations performed using 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set.
c Geometry optimization performed using the CCSD method with 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set, and excited state calculations performed using 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set.
d Geometry taken from Ref. [13] , and excited state calculations performed using 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set.
We have also computed the optical absorption spectrum of sodium trimer, with equilateral triangular geometry. Geometry optimization was performed by CCSD(T) method using the 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set, and the optimized bond length was obtained 3.38 Å. Photoabsorption spectrum computed using this optimized bond length, and the frozen-core FCI approach, is presented in Fig. 10 , and exhibits six peaks located at 1.19 eV, 2.07 eV, 2.36 eV, 2.96 eV, 3.72 eV, and 3.96 eV. On comparing the photoabsorption spectra of isosceles and equilateral triangles presented in Figs. 9 and 10, we note significant qualitative and quantitative differences between them which should allow one to differentiate between the two geometries using absorption-based experiments. Wave functions and other information is presented in the Table 4 of Supporting Information, we find that the first three peaks in the absorption spectrum of the equilateral triangular cluster correspond to photons polarized in plane of the molecule, in complete contrast with the results for the isosceles triangular cluster (cf. Table 3 of Supporting Information). As far as the wave functions of excited states contributing to the peaks are concerned (cf. Table 4 of Supporting Information), first four peaks consist of states whose wave functions are dominated by single excitations, while wave functions of those contributing to last two peaks derive main contributions from double excitations.
Apart from triangular geometries, we have also performed the optical absorption calculations for linear Na 3 for which the ground state has optimized bond length 3.41 Å with symmetry 2 Σu, of symmetry group D ∞h . According to dipole selection rules of group D ∞h , optical absorption will take place to excited states of symmetries 2 Σg, polarized along the length of the molecule, and doubly-degenerate 2 Πg states, polarized in a plane perpendicular to the molecular axis. Calculated photoabsorption spectrum shown in Fig. 11 exhibits three peaks located at 0.64 eV ( 2 Σg), 1.34 eV ( 2 Σg) and 2.43 eV ( 2 Πg), of which the first peak is a rather weak one. Wave functions and other information is presented in the Table 5 of Supporting Information, we note that for the first two peaks, the wave functions are dominated by singly excited configurations, while the third peak is doubly degenerate and wave functions are dominated by both singly and doubly excited configurations. Strong configuration mixing exhibited by wave functions of excited states contributing to peak III, points to the importance of electron-correlation effects in the description of higher energy states.
Na 4
Geometry optimization for this cluster was performed using 6-311++G(3df,3pd) contracted Gaussian basis set, using the CCSD(T) approach implemented in Psi4 computer program. [59] The resultant rhombus-shaped equilibrium geometry shown in Fig. 6(f) is almost identical to those reported by Solovyov et al., [26] and Pal et al. [34] The ground state belongs to the 1 Ag irreducible representation of the D 2h point group, so that the excited states visible in the linear optical absorption will correspond to the symmetries 1 B 1u (out of plane polarized), 1 B 2u (short-diagonal polarized) and 1 B 3u (long-diagonal polarized). Optical absorption calculations were performed at the frozen-core FCI level using the same 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set, and the results are presented in Fig. 12 . Wang et al.. [38, 8] B 1u ) , out of which the peaks 1.71 eV and 2.47 eV are the most intense. Thus, on comparing our theoretical results with the experimental ones, [38] we find that the location and symmetries of the two most intense peaks are reproduced excellently by our calculations. Furthermore, our weaker peaks located at 2.69 eV, 3.01 eV, 3.22 eV compare very well with experimental peaks at 2.63-2.78 eV, 2.85 eV, 3.33 eV, both in locations and symmetries. On three weak peaks there is disagreement between the theory and the experiments: (a) the experimental absorption starts with a weak peak at 1.63 eV ( 1 B 2u ) which is absent in our calculations, and (b) experimental spectrum observes couple of weak peaks corresponding to 1 B 3u symmetry states located at 1.98 eV and 3.15 eV, which are absent in our spectrum. Thus, out of eight experimental peaks, [38] our theoretical calculations are able to resolve five peaks quite well, as far as their energetic location, point group symmetries, and intensities are concerned. Wave functions and other information is presented in the Table 6 of Supporting Information. From the table it is obvious that the wave functions of the excited states behind both the two intense peaks located at 1.71 eV and 2. We also performed the optical absorption calculations for square-shaped Na 4 cluster, employing the frozen-core FCI approach, and the results are presented in Fig. 13 , along with the excited wave functions in Table 7 of Supporting Information. For these calculations, 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set was used, along with bond length 3.48 Å, which was obtained using all-electron CCSD(T) geometry optimization. [59] The ground state geometry corresponds to symmetry 1 A 1g of the D 4h point group, therefore, linear absorption, as per dipole selection rules, will be to excited states of symmetries 1 Eu (in-plane polarized), and 1 A 2u (perpendicularly polarized). Wave functions and other information is presented in the Table 7 of Supporting Information, first four absorption peaks correspond to doubly degenerate 1 Eu symmetry located at 1.16 eV, 2.01 eV, 2.17 eV, and 2.48 eV, while the fifth peak located at 2.75 eV corresponds to an excited state of symmetry 1 A 2u . This result is qualitatively distinct as compared to the case of rhombus (cf. Fig. 12 ), for which, out of the first four absorption peaks, two were polarized perpendicular to the plane of the rhombus. Another interesting aspect of the first peak of square-shaped cluster is that the excited states giving rise to it derive significant contributions from double excitations (cf. Table 7 of Supporting Information), while for the rhombus cluster, the wave function of the first optically active state is dominated by single excitations (cf. Table 6 of Supporting Information). Furthermore, compared to the rhombus shaped cluster, optical absorption spectrum of the square-shaped cluster has relatively lesser number of features, and also different excitation energies for various peaks. Additionally, the first peak of the rhombus is the most intense one of its spectrum, while the first one of the square is the least intense one of the corresponding absorption spectrum Therefore, peak locations, along with the intensity profiles of the photoabsorption spectra of the two isomers can be used to distinguish them using optical spectroscopy. [59] while for the C 2v isomer we used the geometry reported by Pal et at. [34] . We note that Pal et al. considered a C 4v isomer instead of D 2h , however, our geometry optimization program led to the D 2h structure even when we initialized it with the C 4v geometry parameters of Pal et al. Although, our geometry optimization predicts the D 2d isomer to be the lowest energy structure, but the total CCSD(T) energies (cf. Table 2 ) of all the four isomers are very close to each other, with D 2d and D 2h energies being nearly degenerate, while energies of D 3h and C 2v isomers being just 0.13 eV, and 0.64 eV, respectively, higher than that of the D 2d isomer. Given the energetic proximities of these isomers, there is a high probability that in room temperature optical absorption experiments, absorption spectra of several of these isomers could be observed. Next, we discuss the calculated absorption spectra of each of these isomers.
Na
In order to compute the optical absorption spectra, for all isomers, we used the 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set coupled with the frozen-core FCI approach, and results of these calculations are presented in Fig. 14 . Schmidt et al. [41, 65, 66] performed experimental measurements of the optical absorption spectrum of this cluster, and found three absorption peaks located at: 2.2 eV, 2.7 eV and 3.3 eV. As far as the intensity pattern is concerned, the measured spectrum consists of three high intensity peaks, first one of which is the most intense, while the last one carries the least intensity of the three. [41] If we compare the intensity profiles of our theoretical spectra with the measured one, we find perfect agreement between computed spectra of isomers of D 2d and D 2h symmetries, and the experiment. In Table 6 we present the peak locations of the calculated spectra and the experimental one, and find that the excitation energies of three major peaks in the calculated spectrum of D 2d isomer are in excellent agreement with the experiments. We note that the first peak in the calculated spectrum of D 2d isomer located at 1.77 eV is an extremely weak one, and has not been observed in the experiments. Furthermore, the peak locations of the first and the third peaks in the calculated spectrum of the D 2h symmetry isomer are also in very good experiment with the experiments, while that of the second peak is underestimated by about 0.19 eV. Additionally, from Table 6 it is obvious that it is location of the second major peak which is sensitive to the geometry of the isomer, while locations of the first and third peaks for all the isomers are in reasonable agreement with the experiments. Because, for the D 2d isomer even the location of the second intense peak (2.67 eV) is in very good agreement with the experimental value (2.70 eV), we believe that the experimental result corresponds to the absorption spectrum of this isomer.
Detailed information about the excitation energies, symmetries, wave functions, polarizations, and oscillator strengths corresponding to various optical transitions of these isomers is presented in Tables 8-11 of the Supporting Information. We find that wave functions of most of the optically active excited states are dominated by singlyexcited configurations.
Bonačić-Kouteckỳ et al ., [21] and Pal et at. [34] also performed theoretical calculations of the optical absorption spectra of various isomers of Na + 5 cluster, and in agreement with our work, they also obtained the lowest energy structure to be the isomer with D 2d symmetry. Various peak positions obtained by Pal et at. [34] are in very good quantitative agreement with our work. As far as CI method based calculations of Bonačić-Kouteckỳ et al ., [21] are concerned, we not only have good quantitative agreement on the peak locations, additionally, symmetries of the three intense peaks match perfectly with our work. Additionally, in their calculations, [21] the first peak is a faint one located below 2 eV, in agreement with our first weak peak of the D 2d isomer located at 1.77 eV. 
Na 5
For Na 5 , which is an open-shell system, we have considered two isomers, both with C 2v symmetry: a planar structure shown in Fig. 6(l) , and a trigonal bipyramidal structure shown in Fig. 6 (m). We performed geometry optimization for the planar isomer, by employing all-electron CCSD approach implemented in the Psi4 code, [59] and the geometrical parameters obtained are indicated in Fig. 6(l) . For the bipyramid structure we used the geometry reported in paper by Bonačić-Kouteckỳ et al., [67] and we find the total energy of this structure to be only 0.11 eV higher than that of the planar one (cf. Table 2 ). Our calculated optical absorption spectra for both the isomers is presented in Fig. 15 , and it shows several absorption peaks ranging from 1.15 eV to 2.76 eV, as summarized in Table 7 . Out of these peaks, for the planar cluster, strong absorption peaks fall in the range 1.96-2.76 eV, while for the bipyramidal isomer, they lie in the range 2.02-2.44 eV. Experimental measurement of photoabsorption spectrum of Na 5 cluster by Wang et al., [40] reports only one broad and intense absorption band centered at 2.05 eV, with peaks of weaker intensities at lower energies, and questionable data in the range 2.25-2.95 eV. Comparing these experimental results with our calculations, for the planar isomer, peak II located at 1.96 eV, which is also the most intense peak of the calculated spectrum, is a candidate for the experimentally observed band center. Similarly, for the case of bipyramidal isomer, peaks III (2.02 eV) and IV (2.14 eV) are candidates for the observed band center. If indeed that is the case, then the calculated lower energy low-intensity peaks will correspond to lower energy part of the observed spectrum, which is also weaker in intensity. However, given the uncertainties associated with the experimental results on the photoabsorption spectrum of Na 5 cluster, [40] we hope that in future more accurate measurements will be performed on this cluster, in order to facilitate a better comparison between experiment and theory. As far as comparison of our computed spectra for the case of two isomers with the theoretical calculations of Kouteckỳ and coworkers [68] is concerned, there is good qualitative and quantitative agreement between two sets of calculations for the planar isomer. For example, the first major peak in the calculated spectrum of Kouteckỳ and coworkers [68] for planar structure corresponds to two 2 B 2 type states located at 1.92 and 1.97 eV, while in our spectrum it corresponds to a single 2 B 2 type state, located at 1.96 eV.
Detailed information about the excited state wave functions, oscillator strengths, and photon polarizations corresponding to various optical transitions of the two isomers is presented in Tables 12 and 13 of the Supporting Information. On examining the excited state wave functions we find an interesting difference between the two isomers: for the planar structure, the wave functions of most of the optically active excited states are dominated by singly-excited configurations, while for the bipyramidal structure, they are dominated by double excitations. Table 7 : Comparison of location of peaks in the photoabsorption spectrum of Na 5 cluster for different isomers, calculated using 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set and optimized geometries, with experimental results. All photoabsorption calculations were performed using the frozen core QCI approach. Here we have considered three different types of isomers with symmetries C 5v , D 4h , and planar (D 3h ), as shown in Fig. 6 . Out of these, we performed geometry optimization for C 5v and D 4h structures by employing the all-electron CCSD approach as implemented in the Psi4 code, [59] while for the planar (D 3h ) isomer, we have used the geometry reported by Pal et at. [34] For the total energy calculations for all the three isomers, cc-PVDZ basis set was employed. [61] From Table 2 it is obvious that the ground state energies of all the three isomers are quite close to each other, with the C 5v capped pentagonal structure being the lowest in energy. Calculations for optical absorption spectra were performed using the frozen-core QCI approach employing 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set, and the results are presented in Fig. 16 . Before discussing our calculated spectra, we would like to briefly summarize the experimental results on the optical absorption of Na 6 cluster as reported by Wang et al. [40] They reported four features in their measurement whose locations are reported in Table 8 . As far as the measured intensity profile of the absorption spectrum is concerned, peak I was reported to be very weak, carrying lowest intensity compared to all other peaks, peak II was a very intense one with the highest intensity of the spectrum, peak III was also a very weak peak but with intensity higher than peak I, while peak IV was also intense, but with lower intensity as compared to peak II. [40] If we examine our calculated spectra presented in Figs. 16(a) and 16(b) , we find that the computed spectra of C 5v and D 3h have exactly the same intensity pattern as observed in the experiment, [40] except that the location of peak I for the D 3h isomer is much smaller as compared to its experimental value. On the other hand, locations for all the peaks of the calculated spectra of C 5v and D 4h isomers are in very good agreement with the experiment, except that intensity profile of the D 4h does not match with the experimental one, because in the calculated spectrum peak III is the most intense one, as against peak II. Thus, considering both the intensity profile and the peak locations, we conclude that our calculated spectrum for the C 5v isomer is in the best agreement with the experiment. Thus, our conclusion disagrees with that of Wang et al. [40] who, based upon the theoretical calculations of Kouteckỳ and coworkers, [68] concluded that the measured spectrum of the Na 6 cluster was closest to that of the D 3h isomer. However, given the energetic proximity of all the three structures considered, it is certainly possible that the measured spectrum could be a mixed one, carrying features of the absorption spectra of all the isomers.
Wave functions, along with the polarization characteristics of the excited states contributing to the peaks in the calculated absorption spectra of C 5v , D 3h , and D 4h isomers are presented in Tables 14, 15 , and 16 of the Supporting Information. Upon examination of these tables, following common features emerge: (a) all the isomers have doubly-degenerate HOMO orbitals, (b) first three peaks in the spectra for all the three isomers correspond to transitions polarized "in-plane", while the fourth peak corresponds to "perpendicular" polarization, and (c) wave functions of the excited states contributing to these peaks for all the three isomers exhibit strong mixing of singlyexcited configurations with almost similar weights. According to a criterion proposed by Kouteckỳ and coworkers, [69] excited states whose wave functions are a mixture of a large number of excited particle-hole configurations with almost identical weights, signify the emergence of collective plasmonic excitations. This suggests that the optical excitations in Na 6 cluster are plasmonic in nature, and, therefore, we investigate this possibility further. Deshpande et al. computed the optical absorption spectra of Na 8−x Lix, [70] and bare aluminum clusters, [71] using first principles time-dependent local-density approximation (TDLDA). For the case of Aln clusters they concluded that for n ≥ 6, presence of broad absorption bands corresponds to the emergence of surface plasma resonances, with the increasing size. [71] For the case of Na 8−x Lix clusters, authors identified the most intense peak with the plasmon resonance, [70] which, for the case of Na 8 clusters, is located at ≈2.7 eV. [70] If we compare our computed absorption spectra of various Na 6 isomers (cf . Fig. 16 ), with that of Na 8 cluster reported by Deshpande et al. [70] , we observe the following trends: (a) both Na 6 and Na 8 spectra are dominated by one high intensity peak, accompanied by several peaks of weaker intensities, (b) relative intensities of the weaker peaks for Na 6 is significantly larger than those for Na 8 . If we compare the peak locations of the most intense peaks for these clusters, for Na 6 they are located at 1.94 eV (D 3h ), 2.15 eV (C 5v ), 2.34 eV (D 4h ), while for Na 8 it is located at 2.70 eV. Thus, most intense peaks in the absorption spectra of Na 6 isomers are at significantly lower energies as compared to that for Na 8 . However, if we allow for the possibility that the higher energy, lower intensity, peaks could also be due to plasmonic excitations, then we note that locations of peak IV in the spectra of the three isomers of Na 6 at 2.81 eV (D 3h ), 2.79 eV (C 5v ), 2.71 eV (D 4h ), are rela-tively independent of their geometrical structure, and also in good agreement with the plasmonic peak of Na 8 at 2.70 eV. Furthermore, the excited state wave functions of these peaks presented in the Supporting Information satisfy the configuration mixing criterion of Kouteckỳ and coworkers, [69] mentioned above. To resolve this uncertainty regarding the location of surface plasmonic resonances in Na clusters, it will be useful to perform such calculations in larger clusters starting with Na 8 . Table 8 : Comparison of location of peaks in the photoabsorption spectrum of Na 6 cluster for different isomers, calculated using 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set and optimized geometries, with experimental results. All photoabsorption calculations were performed using the frozen core QCI approach. 
CONCLUSION
In this work we presented ab initio calculations of electronic structure and optical properties of small sodium clusters, utilizing configuration-interaction methodology based upon Gaussian type of basis functions. Several isomers of clusters ranging from Na 2 to Na 6 were considered, and the calculated spectra were compared with the experimental results, where available. In most cases, we obtained very good agreement with the experiments, thus validating our methodology. We also analyzed the wave functions of the excited states corresponding to various resonances in the spectra, and found them to be almost equal mixtures of several configurations suggesting the possibility that those states correspond to collective plasmonic excitations. [68] In light of the TDLDA calculations of optical absorption spectrum of Na 8 cluster by Deshpande et al. [70] reporting a plasmon peak located around 2.7 eV, in future we intend to perform similar calculations of optical absorption spectra of medium sized Na clusters starting with Na 8 aimed at exploring the location and nature of plasmons in these systems. As far as geometry optimization of various clusters is concerned, we found that core excitations play an important role, and, therefore, all-electron correlated calculations are essential. But, all the photoabsorption calculations were performed using the frozen-core approximation, therefore, good agreement between our results, and the experiments, indicates that the models of sodium clusters assuming a single valence electron per atom, are well founded, when it comes to low-lying excitations. In future, we propose to perform similar studies on clusters composed of other metal atoms such as lithium and berylium. + cluster computed using the frozen core full CI approach, and 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set. For plotting the spectrum, a uniform linewidth of 0.1 eV was used. Optical absorption spectrum of Na 3 isosceles triangular cluster computed using the frozen core full CI approach, and 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set. For plotting the spectrum, a uniform line width of 0.1 eV was used. C 2v symmetries, and (b) D 2d symmetry. These spectra were computed using the frozen core FCI approach, employing a 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set. For plotting the spectra, a uniform linewidth of 0.1 eV was used. Fig. 15 : Optical absorption spectra of Na 5 isomers with: (a) C 2v planar structure, and (b) C 2v trigonal bipyramidal structure. These spectra were computed using the frozen core QCI approach, employing a 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set. For plotting the spectra, a uniform linewidth of 0.1 eV was used. Fig. 16 : Optical absorption spectra of various Na 6 isomers with: (a) D 3h and C 5v symmetries, and (b) D 4h symmetry. These spectra were computed using the frozen core QCI approach, employing a 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set. For plotting the spectra, a uniform linewidth of 0.1 eV was used. Table 1 : Excitation energies, E, and many-particle wave functions of excited states corresponding to the peaks in the linear absorption spectrum of Na 2 (cf. Fig. 7, in main text) , along with the oscillator strength f of the transitions. Polarization corresponding to the transition is denoted as , if it is along the molecule, and ⊥, if it is perpendicular to it. In the wave function, the bracketed numbers are the CI coefficients of a given electronic configuration, and symbols H/L denote HOMO/LUMO orbitals. Table 2 : Excitation energies (E), many-particle wave functions of excited states corresponding to the peaks in the linear absorption spectrum of Na 3 + (cf. Fig. 8, in main text) , along with the oscillator strengths. "in-plane" polarization implies photons polarized in the plane of the triangle, while "perpendicular" polarization implies photons polarized perpendicular to the plane of the triangle. For the doubly degenerate 1 E symmetry, wave functions of both the states are presented. Rest of the information is same as in the caption of Table 1 . Table 3 : Excitation energies, E, and many-particle wave functions of excited states corresponding to the peaks in the linear absorption spectrum of Na 3 -isosceles triangular cluster (cf. Fig. 9 , in main text), along with the oscillator strengths (f ) of the transitions. Possible polarizations are: (a) in plane of the triangle along the perpendicular to the long arm (base) of the triangle (labeled: "in-plane, short axis"), (b) in plane of the triangle along the long arm (base) of the triangle (labeled "in-plane, long axis"), and (c) perpendicular to the plane of the triangle (labeled "perpendicular"). Rest of the notations are same as those in the previous tables. Table 4 : Excitation energies, E, and many-particle wave functions of excited states corresponding to the peaks in the linear absorption spectrum of Na 3 equilateral triangle-shaped cluster (cf. Fig. 10 , in main text), along with the oscillator strengths f of the transitions. Possible polarizations are: (a) in plane of the triangle (labeled "in-plane"), and (b) perpendicular to the plane of the triangle (labeled "perpendicular"). Rest of the notations are same as those in the previous tables.
|H − 1 → L + 11 (0.2295) Table 5 : Excitation energies, E, and many-particle wave functions of excited states corresponding to the peaks in the photoabsorption spectrum of the linear isomer of Na 3 (cf. Fig. 11 , in main text), along with the oscillator strength (f ) of the transitions. Polarization corresponding to the transition is denoted as , if it is along the length of the molecule, and ⊥, if it is perpendicular to it. Rest of the notations are same as those in the previous tables. Table 6 : Excitation energies (E), and many-particle wave functions of excited states corresponding to the peaks in the linear absorption spectrum of rhombus-shape Na 4 cluster (cf. Fig. 12 , in main text), along with the oscillator strengths f of the transitions. The cluster is assumed to lie in the xy plane, with x and y axes along the short, and long the diagonals, respectively, while the z axis is assumed perpendicular to the plane of the molecule. Rest of the notations are same as in the previous tables.
4.010 0.0532 Fig.  14(b) , in main text), along with the oscillator strength f of the transitions. In our calculations, the two triangles of the structure are assumed to lie in the yz and xz planes, while z-axis is along the common perpendicular bisectors of the two triangles. Thus, xy-plane is perpendicular to the planes of both the triangles. Rest of the information is same as in previous tables. Table 9 : Excitation energies, E, and many-particle wave functions of excited states corresponding to the peaks in the linear absorption spectrum of Na 5 + D 2h structure (cf. Fig.  14(a) , in main text), along with the oscillator strength f of the transitions. Rest of the information is same as in previous tables. Table 10 : Excitation energies, E, and many-particle wave functions of excited states corresponding to the peaks in the linear absorption spectrum of Na 5 + C 2v structure (cf. Fig.  14(a) , in main text), along with the oscillator strength f of the transitions. Rest of the information is same as in previous tables. Table 11 : Excitation energies, E, and many-particle wave functions of excited states corresponding to the peaks in the linear absorption spectrum Na of Na 5 + D 3h structure (cf. Fig. 14(a) , in main text), along with the oscillator strength f of the transitions In the wave function, the bracketed numbers are the CI coefficients of a given electronic configuration. Given the trigonal bipyramidal structure of the cluster (cf. Fig. 6(j) ), and 1 A 1 symmetry of the ground state, optically active excited states are of doubly degenerate 1 E symmetry with polarization along the common base of the pyramids, and of 1 A 2 symmetry, with polarization perpendicular to the base. We refer to their polarizations as "in-plane", and "perpendicular", respectively. Rest of the information is same as in previous tables. Table 12 : Excitation energies, E, and many-particle wave functions of excited states corresponding to the peaks in the linear absorption spectrum of Na 5 -planar (C 2v ) structure (cf. Fig. 15(a) , in main text), along with the oscillator strengths f of the transitions. Given the 2 A 1 symmetry of the ground state, optically active excited states are of 2 B 1 and 2 A 1 type with polarizations in plane of the cluster, and 2 B 2 type, with polarization perpendicular to it. We refer to these polarizations as "in-plane", and "perpendicular", respectively. Rest of the information is same as in previous tables. Table 13 : Excitation energies, E, and many-particle wave functions of excited states corresponding to the peaks in the linear absorption spectrum of Na 5 bipyramid (C 2v ) structure (cf. Fig. 15(b) , in main text), along with the oscillator strengths f of the transitions. Given the trigonal bipyramidal structure of the cluster (cf. Fig. 6(m) ), and 2 B 1 symmetry of the ground state, optically active excited states are of 2 A 2 and 2 B 1 symmetry with polarization along the common base of the pyramids, and of 2 A 1 symmetry, with polarization perpendicular to the base. We refer to their polarizations as "in-plane", and "perpendicular", respectively. Rest of the information is same as in previous tables. Table 14 : Excitation energies, E, and many-particle wave functions of excited states corresponding to the peaks in the linear absorption spectrum of Na 6 C 5v structure (cf. Fig.  16(a) , in main text), along with the oscillator strengths f of the transitions. Given the 1 A 1 symmetry of the ground state, optically active excited states are of doubly degenerate 1 E 1 symmetry with polarization along the basal plane of the pyramid, and of 1 A 1 symmetry, with the polarization perpendicular to it. We refer to these polarizations as "in-plane", and "perpendicular", respectively. Because of the C 5v symmetry, the cluster has doubly-degenerate HOMOs indicated as H 1 and H 2 . Rest of the information is same as in previous tables. Table 15 : Excitation energies, E, and many-particle wave functions of excited states corresponding to the peaks in the linear absorption spectrum of Na 6 D 3h -planar structure (cf. Fig. 16(a) , in main text), along with the oscillator strength f of the transitions. Given the 1 A 1 symmetry of the ground state, optically active excited states are of doubly degenerate 1 E symmetry with polarization in plane of the cluster, and of 1 A 2 symmetry, with polarization perpendicular to it. We refer to these polarizations as "in-plane", and "perpendicular", respectively. Because of the D 3h symmetry, the cluster has doubly-degenerate HOMOs indicated as H 1 and H 2 . Rest of the information is same as in previous tables. 
